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In this paper the concept of L-space is introduced and some fixed point and common 
fixed point theorems proved for commuting mappings in L-spaces. 
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Introduction 
 
It was shown by S. Kashara [8] in 1975 that several known generalization of the 
Banach contraction theorem can be derived easily from a fixed point theorem in an L-
space. Iseki [4] has used the fundamental idea of Kashara to investigate the 
generalization of some known fixed point theorem in L-space.  
Many other mathematicians Yeh [2], Singh [9], Pachpatte [1], Pathak and Dubey [3], 
Sharma and Agrawal [5], Patel, Sahu and Sao [6], Patel and Patel [7] worked for L- 
spaces. In the present paper a similar investigation for the study of fixed point and 
common fixed point theorems in L-spaces are worked out. We find some fixed point 
and common fixed point theorems in L-spaces. 
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Preliminaries 
 
Definition 3.1: L-Space: Let N be a set of all natural numbers and X be a non-empty 
set. A pair (X, →) of a set x and a subset of the set XN x X is called an L-space if  
        (i)      If xn=x, x Є X for all n € N then ({xn} n Є N, x) Є → 
 

(ii) ({xn}, nЄN, x) Є→ then ({xni}  i ЄN, x) Є→ for every sub sequence ({xni} 
i ЄN of { xn} n Є N 

 
Definition 3.2: An L-Space (X, →) is said to be separated if each sequence in X 
converge to at most one point of X. 
 
Definition 3.3: A mapping T of an L-Space (X, →) into an L-Space (X, →) is said to 
be continuous if xn → x implies Txn→ Tx, for some subsequence {xni}, i Є N {xn}, n Є 
N  
 
Definition 3.4: Let d be non-negative extended real valued function on XxX 0≤d(x, y) 
<∞ 
For all x, y Є X. An L-Space (X, →) is said to be d-complete if each sequence {xn}, n 
Є N in X with Σ d(xi,yi+1)<∞ converge to at most one point of X. 
 
4. Lemma: (K.S.): Let (X, →) be an L-Space which is d- complete for a non-negative 
real valued function d on X x X If (X, →) is separated, then  
       d(x,y)= d(y,x)=0, implies x=y for every x , y in X. 
 
Main results 
 
Theorem 5.1: Let (X, →) be a separated L-Space which is d- complete for a non-
negative real valued function d on X x X with d(x,x)=0 for all x in X.Let E be a 
continuous shelf map of X, satisfying the conditions: 
 
(5.1.1)             [d(Ex,,Ey)]2 ≤  α d(x,Ex) d(y,Ey) +β d(x,Ex) d(y,Ex) 
                                                + γ d(y,Ey)d(y,Ex) +δ d(x,Ey) d(y,Ex)                                                            
 
For all x, y Є X and α, β, γ, δ≥0, α < 1, with 0 ≤ δ < 1Then E has a unique fixed point in 
X, 
 Proof: Let x0 be an arbitrary point in X; define sequence {xn} recurrently,  
    Ex0=x1,    Ex1=x2, …   Exn=xn+1,     
   Where, n= 0, 1, 2, 3, … 
Now by (5.11) we have  
            [d(x1,x2)]2   =  [d(Ex0, Ex1)]2  
                           ≤ α d(x0,Ex0) d(x1,Ex1) +β d(x0,Ex0) d(x1,Ex0) 
                                  + γ d(x1,Ex1) d(x1,Ex0) +δ d(x0,Ex1) d(x1,Ex0) 
               
                         = α d(x0,x1) d(x1,x2) +β d(x0 x1,) d(x1, x1,) 

                                  + γ d(x1, x2,) d(x1, x1)+δ d(x0,x2) d(x1,x1) 
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i.e.     [ d(x1,x2)]2   ≤ α d(x0,x1) d(x1,x2)  
           d(x1, x2,) ≤ α d(x0,x1) 
Similarly,  
                     d(x2, x3,) ≤ α d(x1,x2) 
                                   ≤ α α d(x0,x1) 
                                   = α2 d(x0, x1) 
                                  ……………. 
                                  ……………. 
i.e.             d(xn,xn+1) ≤  αn d(x0,x1). 
For every natural number we can say that Σ d (xn,xn+1) ≤ ∞ 
By d-completeness of the space, the sequence {Enx0}, n ЄN converges to some u in x. 
By continuity of E, the sub sequence {Enix0} also converges to u. 
   
  i.e. 
 ⇒   
   
 
 ∂ ⇒  
 
                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 ⇒   Eu =u, so u is a fixed point of E. 
 
Uniqueness: In order to prove that u is the unique fixed point of E, if possible let V be 
any other fixed point of E, (v≠u). Then 
                       d(u,v) = d(Eu ,Ev) 
 
.  [ d(Eu,Ev)]2   ≤ α d(u,,Eu) d(v, Ev) +β d(u, Eu) d(v, Eu) 
                                  + γ d(v, Ev) d(v, Eu) +δ d(u,Ev) d(v, Eu) 
 
                         = α d(u, ,u) d(v, v) +β d(u, u) d(v, u) 
                                  + γ d(v, v) d(v, u) +δ d(u,v) d(v, u)  
                         = δ [d (u, v)]2 

i.e. [d(u,v)]2 ≤ δ [d(u,v)]2 ,     
This is a contradiction because δ < 1 .So E has a unique fixed point in X. 
 
Theorem 5.2:  Let (X, →) be a separated L-Space which is d- complete for a non-
negative real valued function d on XxX with d(x,x)=0 for all x in X.Let E and T be two 
continuous shelf mappings of X, satisfying the conditions: 
   
(5.2.1) 
  
(5.2.2) d(Ex,Ey)]2   ≤ α d(Tx,Ex) d(Ty,Ey) +β d(Tx,Ex) d(Ty, Ex) 
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                                  + γ d(Ty,Ey) d(Ty,Ex) +δ d(Tx,Ey) d(Ty,Ex) 
For all x,yЄX and α,β,γ, ≥0 with α< 1, 0≤  δ<1 
Then E and T have a common fixed point in X. 
Proof:  Let x0  

 be an arbitrary point in x, since  
  E(x) ⊆T(x),   we can choose x1 ЄX such that Ex0 =Tx1, Ex1=Tx2,  
…. Exn=Txn+1 

                                                  For n= 1, 2, 3, … 
So, d (Txn+1, Txn+2) = d(Exn, Exn+1) 
Now [d(Txn+1, Txn+2)]2 = [d(Exn, Exn+1)]2 

                              ≤α d(Txn,Exn)d(Txn+1,Exn+1)+βd(Txn,Exn)d(Txn+1,Exn)  
                            +γd(Txn+1,,Exn+1)d(Txn+1,Exn +δ d(Txn,Exn+1) d(Txn+1,Exn) 
 
                            = α d(Txn,Txn+1)d(Txn+1,Txn+2)+βd(Txn,Txn+1)d(Txn+1,Txn+1)  
                           +γd(Txn+1,Txn+2)d(Txn+1,Txn+1)+δd(Txn,Txn+2)d(Txn+1,Txn+1) 
 
                          = α d(Txn,Txn+1)d(Txn+1,Txn+2) 
d(Txn+1, Txn+2) ≤ α (Txn, Txn+1) 
……………………………….. 
……………………………….. 
Hence, d(Txn+1, Txn+2) ≤ αn (Tx1, Tx2) 
For every natural number m, we can write the 
 

                        ∞<+

∞

∑ ),( 1m
m

m xxd                  

By d-completeness of x, the sequence {Tnx0} n Є N converges to some u Є X. Since 
E(x)⊆T(x), therefore the subsequence s of {Tnx0} such that, E(T(u))→Eu, and 
T(E(u))→Tu 
So by 5. 2.2   We have, Eu=Tu 
Since 

TuXTnTuXTn nn =∞→=∞→ ))lim((,)(lim 00                                                    (1.3)  
 
This implies that Tu=u 
Hence Tu=Eu=u 
Thus u is common fixed point of E and T.  
 
Uniqueness: For the uniqueness of the common fixed point, if possible let v  be any 
other common fixed point of E and T; Then from (5.2.2)       d(u,v)=d(Eu,Ev)and 
[d (u,v)]2 = [d(Eu,Ev)]2 

             ≤ α d(Tu,,Eu) d(Tv, Ev) +β d(Tu, Eu) d(Tv, Eu) 
                                  + γ d(Tv, Ev) d(Tv, Eu) +δ d(Tu,Ev) d(Tv, Eu) 
           = α d(u,,u) d(v, v) +β d(u, u) d(v, u) 
             + γ d(v, v) d(v, u) +δ d(u,v) d(v, u) 
           = δ[d(u,v)]2 

so [d(u,v)]2  ≤ δ[d(u,v)]2 
Which is a contradiction because δ<1 
Hence E and T have unique common fixed point in X. 
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Theorem-5.3 Let (X, →) be a separated L-Space which is d- complete for a non-
negative real valued function d on X x X with d(x,x)=0 for all x in X. Let E, F, T be 
three continuous shelves mapping of X, satisfying the conditions: 
(5.3.1) ET= TE, FT = TF, E(X)⊂T(X) and  F(x)⊂T(X) 
(5.3.2),[d(Ex,Fy)]2 ≤  α d(Tx,Ex) d(Ty,Fy) +β d(Tx,Ex) d(Ty,Ex) 
                                                + γ d(Ty,Fy)d(Ty,Ex) +δ d(Tx,Fy) d(Ty,Ex) 
For all x,yЄX and α,β,γ, ≥0 with α< 1, 0≤  δ<1 
Then E, F, T have unique common fixed point. 
 
Proof: Let x0 be a point in X. Since E(X)⊂T(X), we can choose a point x1 in X such 
that Tx1=Ex0, also F(x)⊂T(X). We can choose a point x2 in x such that Tx2=Fx1. 
In general we can choose the point 
                       
                 Tx2n+1=Ex2n,    (a) 
                Tx2n+2=Fx2n+1.  (b)    
For every n Є N, we have  
   {d(Tx2n+1, Tx2n+2)}2 = {d(Ex2n, Fx2n+1)}2 
so d(Ex2n,Fx2n+1)]2≤αd(Tx2n,Ex2n)d(Tx2n+1,Fx2n+1)+βd(Tx2n,Ex2n)d(Tx2n+1,Ex2n)  
                   +γd(Tx2n+1,Fx2n+1)d(Tx2n+1,Ex2n)+δd(Tx2n+1,Fx2n+1)d(Tx2n+1,Ex2n)                                             
 
                      =αd(Tx2n,Tx2n+1)d(Tx2n+1,Tx2n+2)+βd(Tx2n,Tx2n+1)d(Tx2n+1,Tx2n+2)  
     +γd(Tx2n+1,Tx2n+2)d(Tx2n+1,Tx2n+1)+δd(Tx2n, Tx2n+1)d(Tx2n+1, Tx2n+2) 
So,                                                                                    
 d[(Tx2n+1, Tx2n+2)]2≤ αd(Tx2n,Tx2n+1)d(Tx2n+1,Tx2n+2) 
i.e. d(Tx2n+1, Tx2n+2) ≤ αd(Tx2n,Tx2n+1) 
For n= 1, 2,3,…, 
Similarly we have 
           d(Tx2n+1, Tx2n+2) ≤ αn d(Tx1,Tx0) 
for every positive integer n. This means that 

                     ∞<+

∞

=
+∑ ),( 2212 i

oi
i TxTxd  

 
Thus the d-completeness of the space implies the sequence {Tnx0}, nЄN converges to 
some u in X. 
So by (a) and (b), (Enx0) n Є N, and (Fnx0) n Є N also converges to the some point u 
respectively. 
Since E,T, and F are continuous, there is a subsequence t of {Tnx0}, n Є N such that  
E(T(t))→Eu, T(E(t))→Tu, F(T(t))→Fu and T(F(t))→Tu 
Hence by (1.1) we have   Eu=Fu=Tu   (c) 
Thus T(Tu) =T(Eu)=E(Fu)=T(Fu)=F(Tu) =E(Tu)=F(Eu) =F(Fu)   (d) 
So by (1.2), (c) and (d) we have, if Eu ≠ F (Fu) 
  
[d( Eu,F(Eu)]2   ≤  α d(Tu,Eu) d(T(Eu),F(Eu)) +β d(Tu ,Eu) d(T(Eu),Eu) 
                                                + γ d(T(Eu) ,F(Eu))d(T(Eu),Eu) 
                                      +   δ d(Tu,F(Eu)) d(T(Eu),Eu) 
      i.e. [d( Eu,F(Eu)]2 ≤     δ d(Tu,F(Eu))  d(Tu ,F(Eu)                                                         
[d(Eu,F(Eu)] ≤     δ d(Tu,F(Eu))            
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which is a contradiction because δ<1                                                                                                              
Hence Eu =F (Eu)   (e) 
From (d) & (e) we have  
Eu = F (Eu) =T (Eu) =E (Eu) 
 Hence Eu is a common fixed point of E, F, & T 
Uniqueness:   Let u &v (u≠ v) be two common fixed points of E,F & T 
  Then by (5.3, 2), we have  
d(u,v) =d(Eu,Fv) 
[d(u,v)]2  ≤ α d(Tu,,Fu) d(Tv, Fv) +β d(Tu, Eu) d(Tv, Ev) 
                                  + γ d(Tv, Fv) d(Tv, Eu) +δ d(Tu,Fv) d(Tv, Eu) 
            
      So [d(u,v)]2  ≤ δ[d(u,v)]2 

                       
Which is a contradiction, because δ<1                                                                                                           
 Hence u =v  
So E, F & T have unique common fixed point. 
 
Theorem-5.4 Let (X, →) be a separated L space which is d-complete for a non- 
negative real valued function d on XxX with d(x,x) = 0 for each x in X.  
Let E,F and T be three continuous self mapping of X satisfying (5.3.1) and  
[d(Epx,Fqy)]2  ≤  α d(Tx,Epx ) d(T(Ey,Fqy) +β d(Tx ,Epx) d(T(Ey,Epx) 
                                                + γ d(Ty ,Fqy) d(Ty,Epx) 
                                                 +   δ d(Tx,, Fqy) d(Ty, Epx)  
For all x,y  in X, Tx ≠ Ty α,β,γ≥0 with  α< 1, 0≤  δ<1. 
If some positive integer p, q exists such that   Ep , Fq and T are continous, Then E,F,T 
have a unique fixed point in X.  

Proof- It follows from (5.3.1)    Ep T=TEp, Fq T=T Fq ,  Ep (x) ⊂T(x)and                               
Fq(x)⊂T(x)  ( i) 

i.e. u is the fixed point of T   Ep and Fq 

now T(Eu)=E(Tu)=E(u)=E(Epu)=Ep(Eu)  (ii) 

and  

T(Fu)=F(Tu)=F(u)=F(Fqu)=Fq(Fu)  (iii) 

Hence it follows that Eu is common fixed point of T, Ep and Fu is a common fixed 
point of T and Fq. 

The uniqueness of u, from (i),(ii) and (iii) implies u=Eu=Fu=Tu. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 
 
Theorem 5.5 Let (X,→) be a separated L space  which is  d-complete for a non- 
negative real valued function d on XxX with d(x,x) = 0 for each x in X.  
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Let E, F and T be three continuous self mapping of X satisfying the following 
conditions 

 (5.51) EFT=TEF, FET =TEF, EF(x) ⊂T(x) and FE(x) ⊂T(x), 

And  
(5.5.2)[ d(EFx,FEy)]2 ≤  α d(Tx,EFy)d(Ty,FEy)+β d(Tx EFx)d(Ty,EFx) 
                                     +γd(Ty,FEy)d(Ty,EFx)+ δ (Tx,FEy)d(Ty,EFx) 
For all x,yЄX,with  Tx≠Ty  α,β,γ≥0   with α< 1, 0≤  δ<1 ,further if T,EF and FE are 
continuous, then E,F and T have a unique fixed point in X. 
Proof: - Let EF=S1 and FE=S2   then by (5.5.2) 
[d(S1x, S2y)]2  ≤ α d(Tx ,  S1y)  d(Ty ,S2 y) + β d(Tx, S1 x) d(Ty ,S1 x) 
                                       + γ d(Ty,S2 y) d(Ty, S1 x) + δ d(Tx, S2 y) d( Ty S1 x),  
For all x, yЄX and α,β,γ, ≥0 with α< 1, 0≤  δ<1        
And conditions S2T=TS2, S1T= TS1 , S1(X)⊂T(X) and  S2(x)⊂T(X) are satisfied 
.Further T, S1 and S2 are continous self mapping of X. Therefore by theorem (5.3) , 
there exists a unique fixed point u such that  
       u = S1u =S2 (u) = Tu 
 also , Eu=E(S2u) =EF(Eu)=S1(Eu) and Fu= F(S1u)=FE(Fu) =S2(Fu). 
This means that Eu is a fixed point of S1 and Fu is a fixed point of S2. 
The uniqueness of u implies u=Tu=Eu = Fu. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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